HISTORY OF THE COMPLEMENT SYSTEM
================================

The complement system was first recognized in the late 19th century when leading microbiologists such as Paul Ehrlich, Jules Bordet and George Nuttall discovered a bactericidal function of blood on anthrax bacilli ([@b1-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b4-10_149_ehrnthaller]). They noted that this bactericidal function was inactivated when blood was heated up to 55°C or kept at room temperature and named it "alexin."

Research on guinea pigs demonstrated that the bactericidal activity of blood not only depended on the already described heat-labile alexin, but also on a heat-stable bactericidal factor. In 1899, Paul Ehrlich renamed alexin as complement and called the heat-stable substance amboceptor ([@b3-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

By 1920, four components of complement (C1, C2, C3 and C4) had already been detected, each factor being assigned a number in the order in which it had been discovered. Although the order of their discovery did not represent their activation sequence, the names were kept to avoid confusion. The antibody-dependent pathway of complement activation was named the "classical pathway." Although it had already been discovered in 1913 that some bacteria and yeast as well as cobra venom factor could induce the complement system independently of antibodies, it was not until 1954 that Pillemer discovered the "properdin pathway." Now known as the "alternative pathway," it is able to induce the complement cascade independently of antibody interaction by binding directly to bacteria and yeast ([@b5-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Two decades ago, the mannose-binding lectin (MBL), or "lectin activation pathway," was discovered. Kawasaki *et al.* ([@b6-10_149_ehrnthaller]) found the MBL protein in 1978, but its function remained unclear until 1989, when Super *et al.* ([@b7-10_149_ehrnthaller]) recognized that reduced serum levels of MBL correlated with an opsonic defect in children. Matsushita *et al.* then detected the proteolytic activity of the MBL-associated serine proteases (MASP-1 and MASP-2), leading to the formation of the classical C3 convertase ([@b8-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b11-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

PATHS OF ACTIVATION AND EFFECTS
===============================

Established Pathways
--------------------

Complement activation can occur through three major amplification pathways.

### The classical pathway

The classical pathway is antibody-dependent and occurs when circulating antibodies bind to specific pathogens. Only IgM and IgG are capable of sufficient complement activation. After binding of the pathogen, a rearrangement of the crystallizable fragment (Fc)-conformation enables C1q to bind onto the Fc-region of the antibody. Because of the pentamer structure of IgM, one molecule is sufficient to activate the complement. IgG has a monomer structure, and therefore two molecules are required. Binding of C1q activates C1r and leads to cleavage of C1s. Activated C1s can then cleave C4 into the anaphylatoxins C4a and C4b, the latter binding to the surface of the pathogen and activating C2 by splitting it into C2b and C2a. C2b diffuses while C2a remains bound to C4b and together they form the C3 convertase C4b2a.

This convertase now splits C3 into C3a and C3b. C3a then acts as an anaphylatoxin and diffuses. C3b connects to the C3 convertase and forms the C5 convertase C4b2a3b. As well as completion of the C5 convertase, C3b also opsonizes pathogens and therefore promotes phagocytosis. Assembly of the C5 convertase initiates the last phase of the complement cascade, which is identical for all three pathways.

In addition to the antibody-induced activation of the classical pathway, there is also the possibility of antibody-independent activation. It was shown that danger signals such as C-reactive protein, viral proteins, β-amyloid, polyanions (bacterial lipopolysaccharides, DNA and RNA) and mitochondrial fragments, necrotic/apoptotic cells and amyloid P were able to induce the classical pathway ([@b12-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b15-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

### The alternative pathway

In contrast to the classical pathway, activation of the alternative pathway proceeds through antibody-independent binding of danger signals such as bacteria, yeast and virus-infected cells, but also protein A, C-reactive protein, cobra venom factor, polysaccharides and damaged tissue ([@b14-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b16-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Because constant activation of the alternative pathway is due to spontaneous hydrolysis of the highly reactive C3, constant control by complement regulators is required ([@b17-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Healthy cells are capable of various control mechanisms that prevent the spontaneous activation of C3 and protect the host from undesirable complement activation. These control mechanisms exist both in the fluid phase and membrane bound (see below).

The spontaneous hydrolysis of C3 produces C3(H~2~O), which functionally resembles C3b. C3(H~2~O) associates reversibly with factor B, while plasmatic protease factor D cleaves factor B. This event, as well as the small fragment Ba, produces the C3 convertase of the alternative pathway C3(H~2~O)Bb. Binding of the protein properdin stabilizes the fragment, extending the half-life 10-fold. The C3 convertase then splits C3 into C3a and C3b, with C3b being capable of creating a new C3 convertase with the aid of factor B and D. This amplification loop is highly important not only for the alternative pathway but also for the two other activation pathways.

Binding of more C3b to the C3 convertase now creates the C5 convertase C3(H2O)BbP3b. This initiates the terminal enzymatic cascade of the lytic membrane attack complex ([@b13-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b15-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b18-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

### The lectin pathway

The lectin activation pathway has been rather less intensely studied. Activation takes place when MBL binds mannose-containing surface proteins on pathogenic surfaces. In its ultra-structure, MBL closely resembles C1q, and along with the serine proteases MASP-1 and -2 (which themselves resemble C1r and C1s, respectively), forms a potent multi-enzyme complex ([Figure 1](#f1-10_149_ehrnthaller){ref-type="fig"}).

Upon activation, MASP-2 catalyzes the cleavage of C2 and C4 in a similar manner to the classical pathway and forms a C3 convertase named C4b2a. MASP-1 is capable of C2 and C3 cleavage, although to a much lesser extent ([@b11-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b19-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Subsequently, C3 is cleaved into C3a and C3b, and by accretion of C3b to the C3 convertase, the C5 convertase is formed. A third serine protease MASP-3 has a distinct function compared with MASP-1 and -2, exerting inhibitory actions against MASP-2 ([@b20-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

In addition to the established activation of the lectin pathway via MBL and MASPs, it was demonstrated that ficolins were also capable of initiating the lectin pathway by forming active complexes with MASPs. There are three distinct ficolins named ficolin-1 (M-ficolin), ficolin-2 (L-ficolin) and ficolin-3 (H-ficolin or Hakata antigen). Structurally homologous to the collectin MBL as well as C1q, ficolins are soluble collagen-like proteins that bind to sugar structures presented on microorganisms and dying host cells and consequently activate the innate immune system ([@b8-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b10-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b21-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b23-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Surfactant protein A and D (SP-A, SP-D), such as MBL, belong to the collectin family ([@b24-10_149_ehrnthaller]), but unlike MBL, they are not able to activate the complement directly.

The impact of the MBL pathway remains to be completely elucidated. It is suspected that its major role takes place during early childhood and in particular during the translational period from the passive immunity provided by the mother's antibodies to the development of the body's own mature immunity ([@b25-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

### The lytic membrane attack complex

The final stage of all three activation pathways is the formation of the lytic membrane attack complex (MAC). In contrast to the three different upstream paths forming a C5 convertase, only the cleavage of C5 into the anaphylatoxin C5a and the active C5b represents an enzymatic step, while the rest of the cascade is solely an accretion of stable proteins. In detail, C5b remains bound to the target cell followed by association of C6, resulting in a hydrophilic complex. By accretion of C7, a conformational change occurs---facilitating a stable linkage by exposure of lipophilic groups. Attachment of C8 with its binding component, C8b, induces the penetration of C8a-g into the lipid double layer of the target cell membrane. The final step toward formation of a stable transmembrane pore with a diameter of 10 angstrom is the binding of 10--15 C9 proteins, which generate a cylindrical structure ([Figure 2](#f2-10_149_ehrnthaller){ref-type="fig"}). Assembly of such a pore may lead to osmotic imbalance through the constant flow of ions, small molecules and water along their concentration gradient, resulting in the lysis of the target cell ([@b26-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

It is noteworthy that the importance of these transmembrane pores should not be overrated, since, for instance, the blockage of the MAC only leads to a small increase in bacterial *Neisseria* infection ([@b25-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b27-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The upstream effects of the complement system, such as the anaphylactoid reaction and the opsonization, appear to play a more important role ([@b14-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b28-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

### Effects of the complement system

The main effect of the complement system is the induction of a pathogen-associated and modulated enzymatic cascade that, once triggered, ends with the lysis of the target cell and protects the host from infection. In addition to this apparent effect, the complement system also displays crucial additional activities that appear to be even more relevant.

One effect is the opsonization of the pathogen. Cleavage products such as C3b and C4b as well as C5b opsonize the surface of recognized pathogenic substances and therefore facilitate phagocytosis. Additionally, opsonization is also important for the clearance of soluble, circulating antigen-antibody complexes. After the attachment of C3b and C4b to these complexes, they are bound to complement receptor 1 (CR1) on erythrocytes and are subsequently transported to the spleen and liver, where the immune complexes are eliminated.

C3 cleavage products also bridge the innate and the adaptive immune systems. Opsonized antigens are bound to the complement receptor 2 (CR2) on B-cells via the C3-fragment C3d, initiating the production of specific antibodies as well as the differentiation of B-memory cells.

Presumably, the most important function is the induction of an anaphylactoid reaction. The small activation products C3a, C4a and particularly C5a are potent anaphylatoxins, capable of inducing the migration of phagocytes ([@b29-10_149_ehrnthaller]), smooth muscle relaxation, degranulation of mast cells and basophile granulocytes and therefore unleashing vasoactive substances such as histamine, prostaglandins, kinins and serotonin. All can cause va-sodilation and capillary leakage ([@b30-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and induce the migrated cells to release eicosanoids, oxygen radicals and lysosomal enzymes, which cause damage to the pathogens ([@b31-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b33-10_149_ehrnthaller]). It is noteworthy, that complement acts far beyond "inflammation," as indicated by its close interaction with the coagulation cascade ([@b34-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b36-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and its involvement in the regulation of apoptosis ([@b37-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b40-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and cellular growth ([@b41-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The anaphylactoid functions are mediated by the interaction of C3a and C5a with their corresponding seven-transmembrane--spanning receptors C3aR and C5aR (CD88), respectively (see [Figure 2](#f2-10_149_ehrnthaller){ref-type="fig"}). The role of the second C5a receptor named C5L2 is not fully understood and is still controversially discussed. However, there is increasing evidence that C5L2 represents a functional receptor acting as a negative regulator of the inflammatory response. For example, it was shown that inflammation in C5L2 knock-out mice was amplified ([@b42-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and that blockage of C5L2 increased serum interleukin (IL)-6 ([@b43-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

In summary, complement is highly capable of inducing all classical signs of inflammation, with the occurrence of pain, swelling, reddening, hyperthermia and impaired function.

New Activation Pathways
-----------------------

In addition to the established pathways, new pathways of complement activation were recently discovered ([Figure 3](#f3-10_149_ehrnthaller){ref-type="fig"}).

During the last decade, more and more interaction sites between the two major serine protease systems of the human body, namely the coagulation and the complement cascades, were found.

The potent serine protease thrombin is able to directly cleave C3 as well as C5 in a dose- and time-dependent manner, leading to biologically active C3a/C5a ([@b44-10_149_ehrnthaller]). In addition to thrombin, investigations by our group indicated proteolytic cleavage of C3 and C5 also by FXa, FXIa and plasmin ([@b35-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Interestingly, FVIII and tissue factor failed to directly interact with C3 and C5 ([@b35-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Furthermore, FXIIa activates the classical complement pathway via C1q. Crosstalk between the lectin pathway and the coagulation cascade has only recently been ascertained by the observation that the complex of FVIII and von Willebrand factor possesses lectin activity ([@b45-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Vice versa, complement factors also interact with the coagulation system. C1 inhibitor not only blocks all three established complement pathways but also the endogenous coagulation path ([@b46-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Ikeda *et al.* ([@b47-10_149_ehrnthaller]) found evidence that C5a induces tissue factor activity on endothelial cells. Furthermore, crosstalk between the anaphylatoxin receptor C5aR and tissue factor was recently found ([@b36-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b48-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Another possibility for complement activation exists via direct cellular interactions. Huber-Lang *et al.* demonstrated that phagocytic cells (macrophages, poly-morphonuclear leucocytes \[PMNs\]) are able to cleave C5 into biologically active C5a. This cleavage was conducted by a cell-bound serine protease that was inducible for alveolar macrophages, being more constitutively active on PMNs ([@b49-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

REGULATION OF THE COMPLEMENT SYSTEM
===================================

Soluble complement regulators
-----------------------------

The complement system can exert manifold detrimental effects not only on pathogenic or damaged tissue but also on healthy host tissue. To protect against a complement attack, the human body has developed various strategies. Principally, there are both membrane-bound and fluid phase complement regulators that are briefly covered ([Figure 4](#f4-10_149_ehrnthaller){ref-type="fig"}).

The best known regulatory protein is the C1 inhibitor (C1-INH). C1-INH controls the activity of the classical pathway by binding to the C1 complex and initiating the diffusion of the fragments C1r and C1s. This process leads to an irreversible inactivation of the initiating serine protease. As the classical and the lectin pathway resemble each other in many ways, the C1-INH also inactivates MASP-1 and -2, thereby also inhibiting the lectin pathway. As well as inactivating complement components, C1-INH also blocks certain parts of the kinin, fibrinolytic and coagulation systems, such as coagulation factors XII and IX.

Factor I is a serine protease catalyzing the cleavage of the α-chain of C3b and C4b, leading to their permanent inactivation. Cofactors for this enzymatic activity are factor H, C4-binding protein (C4-bp), CD35 and CD46.

Factor H is a protein that hinders the formation of the C3 convertase by competing for the binding site with factor B. Additionally, it facilitates the dissociation of already active C3 convertases and supports the proteolytic cleavage of C3b by factor I.

C4-bp also facilitates the proteolytic cleavage of the α-chain of C4b by factor I in a complex together with protein S.

Serumprotein S (Vitronectin) and clusterin (Sp-40, 40) hinder the formation of the lytic membrane attack complex by adhesion to the lipophilic groups of C7, therefore leading to impaired anchorage in the cell membrane.

Carboxypeptidase N inactivates anaphylatoxins of the complement system as well as other factors such as kinins and creatinine kinase MM through cleavage of terminal arginine and lysine residues of the peptides ([@b17-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b50-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Membrane-Bound Complement Regulators
------------------------------------

CD35 (complement receptor 1 \[CR1\]) is found on the surface of erythrocytes as well as on leukocytes and on podocytes in the glomerula of the kidney. CD35 facilitates the decay of the C3/C5 convertase and also acts as a cofactor for factor I. CD46 (membrane cofactor protein \[MCP\]) also acts as a cofactor for factor I--mediated cleavage of C3b and is broadly expressed, except on erythrocytes.

CD55 (decay accelerating factor \[DAF\]) is widely expressed, except on natural killer cells and on a special subgroup of T-cells. The protein is glycosyl-phosphatidyl-inositol (GPI) anchored in the cell membrane and accelerates the decay of the classical as well as the alternative C3 convertases by replacing C2a/Bb in these complexes.

CD59 (protectin) is expressed ubiquitously and is similarly integrated into the cell membrane by GPI anchors. It regulates the formation of the terminal lytic membrane attack complex by inhibiting the interaction of the C8α-subchain and the first molecule of C9 so that integration into the cell membrane and the creation of a transmembrane pore is prevented ([@b50-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b53-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

CLINICAL RELEVANCE AND COMPLEMENT-MEDIATED DISEASES
===================================================

Sepsis and Complement
---------------------

In contrast to all the beneficial effects for the host organism, the complement system can also be detrimental for the host tissue ([Figure 5](#f5-10_149_ehrnthaller){ref-type="fig"}).

Many distinct pathogenetic mechanisms may lead to the expression of an excessive and uncontrolled immune response. Depending on the individual's immune status, this immune response leads to a proinflammatory systemic immune response syndrome or to compensated antiinflammatory response syndrome. Clinical complications of these reactions can be progressive sepsis and the development of multiple organ dysfunction syndrome, with enhanced susceptibility to infections.

Sepsis is defined as a systemic immune response syndrome with signs of infection. Excessive inflammation is induced by the recognition of pathogen-associated molecular patterns on invading microorganisms or danger-associated molecular patterns of damaged tissue by the cellular "first line of defense" and the complement system. This result consequently leads to the robust release of cytokines from phagocytes ("cytokine storm") to fight the infection. Although of benefit to the organism when acting locally, this pattern leads to a dramatic life-challenging event when occurring systemically ([@b54-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b58-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Various studies proposed excessive complement activation during sepsis in humans ([@b59-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Because of its potent inflammatory profile, C5a appears to be the most detrimental molecule and has been described as "too much of a good thing" ([@b54-10_149_ehrnthaller]). When activated, C5a may lead to immune paralysis, multiorgan dysfunction and thymocyte apoptosis ([@b37-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b40-10_149_ehrnthaller]) as well as disturbance of the coagulation and fibrinolytic cascades ([@b34-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

In accordance, some protection of septic mice has been shown by the application of a C5a receptor antagonist ([@b60-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Furthermore, C5aR antagonism during sepsis led to a changed cytokine profile, such as decreased levels of tumor necrosis factor-α and IL-6, suggesting a direct or indirect role in the synthesis of these factors ([@b40-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Czermak *et al.* ([@b61-10_149_ehrnthaller]) showed an enhanced survival rate of septic rats treated with a C5a antibody. Additionally, these authors found that C5a binds to neutrophils, which led to inactivation of their functions.

In a study by Flierl *et al.* ([@b62-10_149_ehrnthaller]), the effects of complement on sepsis using C3^−/−^ and C5^−/−^ deficient mice were examined. In the absence of either C3 or C5, a reduced production of proinflammatory mediators was found.

On a cellular level, it has been shown that C5a effectively interacts with cells and modulates their apoptosis rate. Interestingly, the effects on programmed cell death seem to be cell dependent, with a higher rate of apoptosis in thymocytes ([@b37-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b40-10_149_ehrnthaller]) but decreased apoptosis in neutrophils ([@b39-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b63-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b64-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Overall, the C5a-induced changes point toward an enhanced susceptibility toward infections, as well as to a prolonged presence of neutrophils resulting in an exaggerated inflammatory response and host damage.

Complement and Bone Biology
---------------------------

In the emerging field of osteoimmunology, the role of complement in bone biology in general and fracture healing in particular has started to raise interest. Although some direct interactions between the immune system and bone cells have been found ([@b65-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b66-10_149_ehrnthaller]), few studies demonstrated the presence of complement components in bone cells. In particular, the expression of various complement factors might depend on the cell differentiation state. Murine osteoblastic cells were shown to produce C3 in response to vitamin D3 ([@b67-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b68-10_149_ehrnthaller]). During osteoblastic differentiation in murine osteoblasts and in human cell lines, the complement components C1q, C4, C1 inhibitor, C3a receptor (C3aR), properdin and the complement factor H were upregulated ([@b69-10_149_ehrnthaller]), whereas the expression of the subcomponents C1r and C1s together with factor H was decreased ([@b70-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The expression of functionally active C5a receptor (C5aR; CD88) that modulated IL-6 production was described in a human osteoblastic cell line ([@b71-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b72-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Recently, mRNA and protein expression of C3aR and C5aR in human MSC were reported ([@b73-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Immunohistochemical studies clearly indicated that complement was activated during enchondral ossification, possibly for the modulation of apoptosis ([@b74-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b75-10_149_ehrnthaller]). These studies indicated that some interaction of the complement system with bone cells exists. However, the resulting function to date has been minimally investigated. With the exception of our unpublished data and the immunohistochemical studies in enchondral ossification, *in vivo* data on the expression of complement components in bone are lacking, particularly with regard to fracture healing.

Recently, a major role of an excessively stimulated complement system in the posttraumatic inflammatory response was postulated ([@b16-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b76-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b77-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Prospective studies with polytraumatized patients showed a consumption and massive activation of complement products, positively correlating with the mortality rate ([@b78-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b80-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Fracture healing is delayed in particular when additional severe injuries stress the organism ([@b81-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The massive trauma-induced inflammation correlates with consequent organ dysfunction ([@b79-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and may possibly be involved in the delayed fracture healing.

Studies with experimental blunt thoracic trauma found that the complement system contributed to the inflammatory reaction, and additionally successful inhibition of various inflammatory mediators occurred upon application of an antibody against C5a ([@b76-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Ganter *et al.* reported an earlier complement activation after major trauma, for which magnitude correlated with the mortality rate ([@b16-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Unpublished data from our group underscore the role of complement in fracture healing, reflected by the enhanced C5aR immunos-taining of bone sections.

Traumatic Brain Injury
----------------------

The anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a have been reported to exert both protective and detrimental effects in the central nervous system ([@b82-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b83-10_149_ehrnthaller]). It is noteworthy that many cells of the central nervous system are more susceptible to a complement attack, since they lack important complement regulators such as CD59 ([@b84-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Complement products were demonstrated to be dramatically upregulated in models of cerebral ischemia in rats ([@b85-10_149_ehrnthaller]), and evidence for deposition of C3d and C9 after experimental cerebral contusion was found ([@b86-10_149_ehrnthaller]). In agreement with these experimental findings, systemic complement activation has been shown in stroke patients ([@b87-10_149_ehrnthaller]). A negative role for complement has been proposed in traumatic brain injury, since systemic depletion of complement by infusion of the cobra venom factor improved blood flow and neurological function and reduced cerebral edema during experimental intracerebral hemorrhage ([@b88-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b89-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Moreover, C1 deficiency ([@b90-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and complement inhibition by infusion of the C1 inhibitor revealed some neuroprotective effects ([@b91-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b92-10_149_ehrnthaller]). In contradiction to these results for traumatic/ischemic injuries, C1q has a strong neuroprotective effect in neurodegenerative diseases ([@b93-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Traumatic brain injury induces C5aR upregulation in an experimental model in rats with enhanced C5a serum levels for \>1 week. The functional consequences of traumatic brain injury--induced systemic C5a generation have still to be elucidated ([@b94-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Ischemia/Reperfusion Injuries and Cardiovascular Diseases
---------------------------------------------------------

After ischemia/reperfusion injury, complement is activated via all three established pathways (classical, alternative and MBL) ([@b95-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b97-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Endothelium damaged by hypoxic stress activates complement, leading to elevated vascular permeability, release of anaphylatoxins and the accumulation of neutrophils ([@b98-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Experimental studies indicated complement activation after ischemia/reperfusion in several organs, including lung, liver, gut, kidney, myocardium and skeletal muscle ([@b99-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b105-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Cardiac surgery and cardiopulmonary bypass surgery are known to cause a considerable immunologic impact to the body, resulting in a systemic inflammatory reaction ([@b106-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b107-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Various factors contribute to the extent of the immunological impact. In addition to general surgical trauma, hypothermia and blood loss, the main mechanisms are exposure of blood to foreign surfaces of the cardiopulmonary bypass, the ischemia/reperfusion injury by aortic cross-clamping and splanchnic hypoper-fusion leading to mucosal damage and consequently endotoxemia ([@b108-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

An important pathogenetic role for complement in ischemia/reperfusion of the myocardium was indicated experimentally, where inhibition of the complement cascade greatly reduced myocardial damage after myocardial infarction ([@b109-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b111-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

In translational studies, C5 inhibitor pexelizumab was capable of reducing mortality in patients undergoing coronary artery bypass surgery ([@b112-10_149_ehrnthaller]) but not myocardial infarction ([@b113-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Recently, serum levels of C3a and C5a were found to be significantly elevated in patients suffering from stent restenosis after implantation of drug-eluting stents in patients with coronary heart disease ([@b114-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

It was recently found that high MBL levels and low plasma levels of sC5b-9 were associated with an increased risk of dysfunctional cardiac performance after myocardial infarction, possibly owing to the increased complement activity during ischemia/reperfusion, which generally triggers an inflammatory response ([@b115-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

However, activation of the complement cascade after ischemia/reperfusion injury or exposure to foreign surfaces is not the only cause of harmful effects of the complement system. Several studies alluded to a role for complement in cardiovascular diseases such as atherosclerosis or vasculitis.

Kawasaki disease, a systemic vasculitis in childhood causing coronary artery aneurysmata, appears to be related to MBL deficiency according to genetic family studies by Biezeveld *et al.* ([@b116-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Rugonfalvi-Kiss *et al.* ([@b117-10_149_ehrnthaller]) found significantly lower restenosis rates in females with low MBL levels undergoing throm-boendarteryectomy of the carotid artery because of atherosclerotical stenosis. Additionally, patients with MBL deficiency had a greater risk of myocardial infarction than individuals with normal MBL serum levels ([@b118-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b119-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The proposed protective effect of complement in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis was experimentally underlined by C3^−/−^mice exhibiting accelerated development of atherosclerosis ([@b120-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Clinical analysis of C2-deficient humans revealed a significant increase in cardiovascular diseases ([@b121-10_149_ehrnthaller]). In particular, classical pathway involvement was demonstrated by Bhatia *et al.* ([@b122-10_149_ehrnthaller]) when C1q protected against the development of atherosclerosis in combined C1q and LDLr (low-density-lipoprotein receptor) knockout mice.

In agreement with these results, deficiency of complement inhibitors such as CD59 promoted atherogenesis ([@b123-10_149_ehrnthaller]). However, it is noteworthy that both downstream complement defects and activation of the terminal pathway were associated with inherited proatherogenic effects and an increased risk of cardiovascular disease ([@b124-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

In conclusion, tightly regulated complement activation seems to protect against atherogenesis, possibly through the clearance of apoptotic cells and other debris, whereas inhibition of the terminal pathway by complement regulators appears to hinder proinflammatory effects ([@b123-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b125-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Once an atherogenic plaque has been formed, increasingly leading to ischemia and reperfusion injury, complement is excessively activated and may lead to harmful tissue damage.

Infections
----------

Generally, a major complication of complement insufficiency is an enhanced susceptibility toward infection. Several studies have shown low MBL serum levels (genetically derived) are correlated with enhanced development of systemic immune response syndrome/sepsis in patients admitted to the intensive care unit ([@b126-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b127-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Low MBL serum concentrations were also associated with the development of pneumonia after surgery in colorectal cancer patients ([@b128-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Similarly, MASP-2 deficiency caused increased infection rates with *Streptococcus pneumoniae* ([@b129-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Furthermore, there is evidence for a higher rate of chorioamnionitis in patients with low MBL levels and preterm birth ([@b130-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Low MBL serum levels appear to be associated with recurrent spontaneous abortion based on *in utero* infection. This was proposed by Kruse *et al.* ([@b131-10_149_ehrnthaller]), who demonstrated that patients with MBL levels \<100 ng/mL had a higher abortion rate. Some urogenital infections such as vulvovaginitis, herpes simplex virus-2 infection, vulvovaginal candidiasis and vestibulitis appear to be linked to low MBL levels in comparison to healthy controls ([@b132-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b134-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Downstream complement deficiencies are typically associated with recurrent invasive infections of Neisseria meningitidis and gonorrhea ([@b135-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

In defects further upstream, such as factor D or properdin, *N. meningitidis* also appear to be involved in most infections ([@b136-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Deficiencies of the classical pathway may also cause enhanced infection rates, since invasive infection was the predominant clinical manifestation in patients with C2 deficiency, especially with *S. pneumoniae* ([@b121-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

IMMUNOMODULATION OF COMPLEMENT
==============================

Many efforts have been undertaken to effectively modulate the activity of complement, thereby trying to ameliorate or completely abolish the symptoms of complement-mediated diseases. It is tempting to speculate that the effective modulation of the broad spectrum of internal diseases (as listed below) may also reflect an effective future target of various complement-dependent surgical diseases.

C1 inhibitor provided protective effects in myocardial cell injury ([@b137-10_149_ehrnthaller]), transplantation ([@b138-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and various other diseases ([@b139-10_149_ehrnthaller]). C1-INH was effective in a randomized, double-blind clinical study in septic intensive care unit patients. Whereas the renal dysfunction was reduced, the mortality rate remained unchanged in both groups ([@b140-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The only clinical application for C1 inhibitor so far is for C1 inhibitor deficiency leading to hereditary angioedema ([@b141-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Nafamostat/FUT-175 is an unspecific serine protease inhibitor that, besides complement activation, also blocks abundant serine protease of the coagulation system ([@b142-10_149_ehrnthaller]). It is currently used clinically for the treatment of acute pancreatitis and for the prevention of thrombosis in disseminated intravascular coagulation and extracorporal circulation ([@b143-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b144-10_149_ehrnthaller]), underscoring the crosstalk of the complement and coagulation cascades ([@b35-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Because of a lack of specificity and short half-life, other serine protease inhibitors, such as factor D, were not transferred to clinical trials, and further development was stopped ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b146-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

sCR1/TP10 is a soluble complement regulator inhibiting both the classical and alternative pathways and therefore is rather promising regarding ischemia/reperfusion injury and various other conditions. The substance revealed some protective effects in male patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting but not in females ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b147-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Therefore, clinical trials have been stopped ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Similar substances such as sCR1-sLe^x^/TP20 with an improved structure ([@b148-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and Microcept/APT070 ([@b149-10_149_ehrnthaller]) are currently under investigation for the treatment of diseases such as acute myocardial infarction, stroke and inflammatory diseases but have not entered clinical evaluation ([@b150-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

A hybrid form of the complement regulators DAF and MCP was designed, named complement activity blocker 2 (CAB2), and entered clinical trials under the name MLN-2222 for the treatment of coronary artery bypass grafting ([@b151-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

The complement regulator CD55 (DAF) was recently shown to ameliorate the hepatic inflammation in experimental chronic hepatitis C ([@b152-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and autoimmune posterior uveitis ([@b153-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

The complement regulator CD59 was investigated in the context of cancer research. Neuroblastoma cells are known to escape cell lysis by abundantly expressing CD59. Therefore, a peptide was generated that was capable of suppressing CD59 expression that resulted in complement-mediated killing of the neuroblastoma cells ([@b154-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Experimental studies for the treatment of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria with the substitution of CD59 have recently been conducted ([@b155-10_149_ehrnthaller]), but definitive results are pending.

C4BP as well as factor H have both been experimentally used to successfully abrogate complement activation on artificial surfaces and to inhibit the development of arthritis. However, these substances have not yet been clinically evaluated ([@b156-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b158-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Because of their specificity, antibodies against various complement factors appear to be a more reliable treatment strategy.

Eculizumab is a monoclonal antibody against C5 investigated for the treatment of paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria ([@b159-10_149_ehrnthaller]) and is currently in a phase I clinical trial for the treatment of systemic lupus erythematosus ([@b160-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The first clinical studies in patients suffering from atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome were conducted and were partly promising, with the optimal dose and timing still to be determined ([@b161-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Pexelizumab is also a monoclonal antibody against C5 and has revealed beneficial effects after cardiopulmonary bypass surgery, but not after myocardial infarction in clinical studies ([@b112-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b113-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Various other antibodies are currently in developmental progress. Neutrazumab and TNX-558 are both directed against C5aR. TNX-234 is an antibody against factor D. TA106 blocks factor B from targeting, for example, in age-dependent macular dystrophia and asthma ([@b162-10_149_ehrnthaller]). At least one antibody directed against properdin is currently undergoing testing ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller]). In experimental studies, this antiproperdin monoclonal antibody was shown to be beneficial during coronary artery bypass grafting, reducing the activation of platelets and neutrophils ([@b163-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Ofatumumab is a monoclonal antibody against CD20 and exerts its effects not by inhibition, like most other complement therapeutics, but by stimulation of complement-dependent cytotoxicity. It is currently in clinical trials for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia and follicular lymphoma ([@b164-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b165-10_149_ehrnthaller]). A similar approach that has not yet been clinically tested is the efficacy of the related substances HuMax-CD38 for multiple myeloma and HuMax-ZP3 for the treatment of colon, pancreatic and prostate cancer.

PMX-53 is a peptidic C5aR antagonist and has proven to be advantageous in experimental animal studies for neurode-generative diseases, rheumatoid arthritis, ischemia/reperfusion and inflammatory bowel disease ([@b102-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b166-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b167-10_149_ehrnthaller]). It is currently being evaluated in clinical trials, but a recent study in humans failed to show significant effects on synovial inflammation ([@b168-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

Compstatin, a peptidic C3 inhibitor, is considered a promising drug and is currently in clinical trials for the treatment of age-dependent macular dystrophia ([@b169-10_149_ehrnthaller]). Since compstatin has proven to be effective in various animal models for other conditions ([@b170-10_149_ehrnthaller]), its application does not appear to be limited to age-dependent macular dystrophia.

It is estimated that 30% of the human population present decreased plasma levels of MBL owing to genetic mutations. Therefore, a recombinant human form of MBL as a substitution therapy for MBL-deficient people was developed and found to be safe ([@b171-10_149_ehrnthaller]). The substance is currently under clinical investigation for people suffering from multiple myeloma and undergoing high-dose chemotherapy ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b172-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b173-10_149_ehrnthaller]).

ARC1905 is an aptamer-based C5 inhibitor that inhibits the cleavage of C5 into C5a and C5b. It is intended for in-travitreal application in age-dependent macular dystrophia and is currently undergoing phase I clinical trials ([@b174-10_149_ehrnthaller]). With JPE-1375 and JSM-7717, there now exists even more C5aR antagonists that are in preclinical evaluation for the treatment of inflammatory, renal and ocular diseases.

CONCLUSION
==========

Although complement research has been in the center of interest for many years, our understanding and insight into the cascade mechanisms and their complex interaction with other protein cascades such as the coagulation cascade is still in its nascent phase. Currently, complement activation is not divisable into three canonical pathways with separate activation patterns. The exact role of complement in many diseases needs to be further clarified because successful complement interventions need to be matched to the individual patient and be as specific as possible.
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![Scheme of the similar structure of complement activation molecules C1q of the classical pathway, MBL of the lectin pathway and L-ficolin.](10_149_ehrnthallerf1){#f1-10_149_ehrnthaller}

![Scheme of MAC with its subdivisions and the two seven-transmembrane--spanning G-protein--coupled receptors C3aR and C5aR. The corresponding ligand (C3a/C5a) is displayed above each receptor.](10_149_ehrnthallerf2){#f2-10_149_ehrnthaller}

![The established pathways of complement activation associated with the new activation pathway and crosstalk between cells and the coagulation cascade with the complement system.](10_149_ehrnthallerf3){#f3-10_149_ehrnthaller}

![Scheme of the membrane bound and soluble complement regulators acting on different stages of the complement cascade.](10_149_ehrnthallerf4){#f4-10_149_ehrnthaller}

![Scheme of diseases in which complement has a major impact. ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALI, acute lung injury; ARDS, adult respiratory distress syndrome; MPGN, membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; aHUS, atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome; MODS, multiple organ dysfunction syndrome. Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Ricklin D, Lambris JD. (2007) Complement-targeted therapeutics. Image reprinted with permission from *Nat. Biotechnol*. 25:1265--75.](10_149_ehrnthallerf5){#f5-10_149_ehrnthaller}

###### 

Different complement-modulating drugs listed by activity level along with references of experimental/clinical application.

                    Substance                 Activity                                           Experimental                                                                         Clinical (phase I--III)
  ----------------- ------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------
  C1                C1 inhibitor              Inhibition of C1r and C1s, Kallikrein              ([@b137-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b139-10_149_ehrnthaller])                             ([@b140-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b141-10_149_ehrnthaller])
                    scFv (QuVHVL)             Antibody against glomerular heads of C1q           ([@b175-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
  C3                Compstatin                Peptidic C3 inhibitor                              ([@b170-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         ([@b169-10_149_ehrnthaller])
  C5                Eculizumab                Humanized mAb against C5                           ([@b159-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b160-10_149_ehrnthaller])
                    Pexelizumab               Humanized mAb against C5                                                                                                                ([@b112-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b113-10_149_ehrnthaller])
                    TNX-558                   Humanized Ab against C5a                           ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    TNX-234                   Humanized Ab against factor D                      ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    Anti-C5a                  Ab against C5a                                     ([@b55-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b61-10_149_ehrnthaller]--[@b63-10_149_ehrnthaller])     
                    ARC1905                   Aptamer based C5 inhibitor                                                                                                              ([@b174-10_149_ehrnthaller])
  C5aR              C5aR inhibitor            C5aR antagonist                                    ([@b41-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b60-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                
                    Neutrazumab               Ab against C5aR                                    ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    PMX-53 (C5aR inhibitor)   Peptidic C5aR antagonist                           ([@b166-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b167-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b176-10_149_ehrnthaller])   ([@b168-10_149_ehrnthaller])
                    JPE-1375, JSM-7717        Small molecule C5aR antagonists                    ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
  CR1               sCR1/TP10                 Extracellular part of CR1                          ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b147-10_149_ehrnthaller])                              
                    sCR1-sLe^x^/TP20          Soluble CR1                                        ([@b148-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    Microcept/APT070          Soluble CR1                                        ([@b149-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b150-10_149_ehrnthaller])                              
  CRegs             CD55                      Recombinant DAF                                    ([@b152-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b153-10_149_ehrnthaller])                              
                    CD59 inhibitors           Peptides that modulate CD59 expression             ([@b154-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    C4BP                      Complement regulator                               ([@b157-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b158-10_149_ehrnthaller])                              
                    CAB-2/MLN-2222            Chimera of DAF and MCP                             ([@b151-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
  Serine protease   Nafamostat (FUT-175)      Serine protease inhibitor                          ([@b177-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         ([@b143-10_149_ehrnthaller],[@b144-10_149_ehrnthaller])
                    Factor D inhibitors       Small molecule serine protease inhibitors          ([@b146-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
  Others            Hu-Max-CD38; Hu-Max ZP3   Humanized mAb against CD38 (triggers complement)   ([@b145-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    rhMBL                     Recombinant MBL                                    ([@b171-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    Anti-properdin            Ab against properdin                               ([@b163-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    TA106                     Ab against factor B                                ([@b162-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         
                    Ofatumumab                Humanized anti-CD20 mAb                            ([@b164-10_149_ehrnthaller])                                                         ([@b165-10_149_ehrnthaller])
